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Location:

Job ID: HRC0130526

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 5+ years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0130526
www.infineon.com/jobs

Senior Manager - Physical SOC design and 
Implementation

Job description
Take over technical leadership for flow and methodology topics in multi-site projects. 
Translate product requirements into layout specifics using our state-of-the-art EDA 
tools and flows and work in all phases of the RTL2GDS flow

A degree in Electrical/Electronic Engineering, Microelectronics or a similar field\ 
At least 15 years of experience in CAD or Physical Design of highly complex SoCs 
A deep technical understanding in all aspects of RTL2GDS 
Proven technical leadership skills 
Hand-on experience and people management skills as well. 
Sound programming skills and knowledge in scripting languages e.g Tcl, Perl or 
Python 
Very good experience in coding of key languages like Perl, Tcl etc 
Very good Communication and leadership skills 
Steer cross-functional teams to meet Performance and schedule goals 
Analyse and solve problems of high complexity using your global expert network 
People management skills 

Profile
We are looking for your experience and your willingness to use it to achieve cross-
project success. Moreover, as a technical lead you are able to plan and track work 
packages, delegate tasks and manage relationships to key stakeholders.

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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